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Water Jet Applicator for
Interface Tissue Removal in
Minimally Invasive Hip
Refixation: Testing the Principle
and Design of Prototype
Mechanical loosening of implants is in the majority accompanied with a periprosthetic
interface membrane, which has to be removed during revision surgery. The same is true
if a minimal invasive (percutaneous) refixation of a loose implant is done. We describe
the requirements for a waterjet applicator for interface tissue removal for this percutane-
ous hip refixation technique. The technical requirements were either obtained from a lit-
erature review, a theoretical analysis, or by experimental setup. Based on the
requirements, a waterjet applicator is designed which is basically a flexible tube (outer
diameter 3 mm) with two channels. One channel for the water supply (diameter 0.9 mm)
and one for suction to evacuate water and morcellated interface tissue from the peripros-
thetic cavity. The applicator has a rigid tip (length 6 mm), which directs the water flow to
create two waterjets (diameter 0.2 mm), both focused into the suction channel. The func-
tionality of this new applicator is demonstrated by testing a prototype of the applicator
tip in an in vitro experimental setup. This testing has shown that the designed applicator
for interface tissue removal will eliminate the risk of water pressure buildup; the ejected
water was immediately evacuated from the periprosthetic cavity. Blocking of the suction
opening was prevented because the jets cut through interface tissue that gets in front of
the suction channel. Although further development of the water applicator is necessary,
the presented design of the applicator is suitable for interface tissue removal in a
minimally invasive hip refixation procedure. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4043293]

1 Introduction

A common finding in patients with mechanical hip prostheses
loosening is the development of a soft-tissue membrane between
the host bone and the implant, the so-called interface tissue [1,2].
Worldwide, the hip prosthesis revision rate at 10-year follow up is
estimated at 12% [3] and revision rates are expected to increase in
coming decades [4]. Presently, patients can only be treated by
complete removal of the loosened prosthesis and interface tissue
and insertion of a new prosthesis during open revision surgery.
This procedure is highly demanding for the patient as well as for
the surgeon. In patients with poor general health, the complication
rate is high, with up to 60% complications in the American Soci-
ety of Anesthesiologists 3 patient category [1]. The mortality rate
after receiving revision surgery (3555 patients) within the United

States Medicare Population 1998–2011 is, respectively, 1.4% and
2.1% at 3 months and 12 months after revision surgery [5]. For
these patients with comorbidity, there is a need for a less invasive
alternative to open revision surgery.

Therefore, a new minimally invasive hip refixation procedure is
being developed. This procedure is intended to (partially) remove
the periprosthetic interface tissue while the prosthesis stays in
place, and to inject bone cement into the periprosthetic osteolytic
areas. With the use of a finite element study, Andreykiv et al. [6]
showed that cement injection after interface tissue removal can
contribute to the overall implant stability. Malan et al. [7] showed
that removal of this periprosthetic interface tissue facilitates a bet-
ter cement distribution compared to patients without interface
removal. De Poorter et al. investigated a gene therapy approach to
remove the interface tissue, with promising results [8–10]. The
latter is still experimental and limited to academic centers with
facilities to perform gene therapy [11]. For that matter, we
explored a technological approach to remove the interface tissue.
This requires the development of a new surgical instrument,
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which first has to gain access to the interface between bone and
loosened implant (periprosthetic cavity) and second has to remove
the interface tissue.

In a previous cadaveric study, we showed that a Ho:YAG laser
could be used for interface-tissue removal, but the additional
effect of this technique is that also thermal damage of bone might
occur [12]. Therefore, the feasibility of waterjet cutting of inter-
face tissue as an alternative removal technique was explored [13].
Cutting with a waterjet does not generate heat and can be advanta-
geous over conventional cutting tools such as mechanical cutters,
laser dissectors, or ultrasonic aspirators [14]. Tissue can be cut
within small spaces (i.e., the periprosthetic cavities) with very low
reaction forces (<5 N) [15]. Moreover, the cut is always sharp
and clean, which has led to further exploration of waterjet technol-
ogy for application in orthopedic surgery [15–18]. Finally, water
(or saline for in vivo application) can be supplied via flexible tub-
ing, which offers possibilities for minimally invasive surgical
access and control of the direction of the waterjet. The study of
Kraaij et al. [13] showed that it is possible to selectively cut tis-
sues with different mechanical properties by adjusting the pres-
sure and the diameter of the jet. This is explained by the fact that
waterjet pressure required to cut interface tissue is about 1/3 of
the waterjet pressure required to cut bone [13].

Besides the aforementioned advantages, there is one drawback
of waterjet cutting: if the balance between water input and water
output from the periprosthetic interface cavity is not maintained, a
water pressure buildup can occur within the marrow cavity of a
bone. It is believed that an increased pressure within the marrow
cavity of a bone (intramedullary pressure) is the most important
pathogenic factor for the development of embolic events [19,20].
Acute hypotension, hypoxemia, cardiac arrest, and sudden death
are well-recognized complications during (cemented) total hip
arthroplasty, and they have been attributed to embolization of fat
and bone marrow. Initial trials of interface tissue removal with a
waterjet applicator with integrated suction for removal of intro-
duced water (Fig. 1) were performed in an experimental setup
(Fig. 2) simulating the presence of periprosthetic interface tissue.
Chicken liver was used as substitute for the interface tissue
because it is a very soft tissue. In contrast to interface tissue, it
easily falls apart in large pieces which can easily block suction

openings or tubes. We therefore considered chicken liver as a
worst case scenario in testing waterjet cutting of tissue in the peri-
prosthetic interface cavity. These initial trials showed a rapid
increase in simulated bone marrow cavity pressure in case the suc-
tion opening was blocked by tissue. Water was being injected
under high pressure, but it could not be removed. Therefore, a
waterjet applicator for interface tissue removal had to be designed
that eliminates the risk of water pressure buildup. The purpose of
this study is to describe the requirements for and the design of
such a new applicator and to demonstrate the functionality of this
new applicator using a prototype of only the applicator tip. This
new applicator is specifically designed to prevent tissue blocking
after the tissue has been morcellated and has to be evacuated from
the target area (i.e., the periprosthetic area), taken into account the
required waterjet settings to cut periprosthetic interface tissue as
found by Kraaij et al. [13].

2 Design Requirements

2.1 General Requirements. General design requirements for
the waterjet applicator for minimally invasive tissue removal were
either obtained from literature review, determined from results
from the previous work or determined by theoretical analysis.
Table 1 summarizes the resulting design requirements. Per
requirement, an explanation is given later about how the require-
ment value was determined.

During cemented total hip arthroplasty, cement is injected
under pressure to achieve the recommended bone-cement interdi-
gitation and a cement mantle of 2–5 mm in all areas [21]. A pres-
sure of approximately 2000 mmHg (267 kPa) is assumed to be
sufficient to obtain an adequate cement mantle [22,23]. Cement
applicators that stop automatically at a pressure of 267 kPa were
successfully tested (clinically) [24,25]. Based on the earlier stud-
ies [22–25], the increase in intramedullary pressure should stay
below 267 kPa while applying the waterjet, which is comparable
to the injection pressure during hip stem cementing.

Based on the results of Kraaij et al. [13], a waterjet with diame-
ter 0.2 mm and working pressure 12 MPa or a jet with diameter
0.6 mm and working pressure of 10 MPa would be feasible for

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the waterjet applicator with integrated suction used in initial trials

Fig. 2 Schematic overview of experimental setup for simulating interface tissue removal
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interface tissue removal. As discussed in the study of Kraaij et al.
[13], the flow rate for a 0.2 mm nozzle was about eight times
lower than the flow rate for the 0.6 mm nozzle. During interface
issue removal, there must be a balance between water input and
water output from the periprosthetic interface cavity to avoid a
water pressure buildup. Therefore, a size 0.2 mm nozzle is chosen
in the waterjet applicator for tissue removal. This diameter of the
nozzle not only warrants that less water needs to be evacuated
from the periprosthetic cavity but also warrants that in case of a
disbalance between inflow and outflow (i.e., suction), the pressure
buildup in the periprosthetic area will less quickly become critical
with respect to bone fatigue.

2.2 Applicator Diameter and Insertion Length. In earlier
studies conducted at the Leiden University Medical Center
[9–11], seventeen patients received minimally invasive cement
injections using vertebroplasty needles with a length of 100 mm
(Biomet, Dordrecht, The Netherlands). This same type of needle
will be used in the minimally invasive hip refixation procedure to
introduce the waterjet applicator into the interface tissue. Because
the waterjet applicator will have to bridge the length of the needle
and has to move around the loose hip prosthesis, the applicator
insertion length was set to be at least 200 mm: twice the length of
the needle.

Pre-operative computed tomography (CT) scans of 18 loosened
hip prostheses from the abovementioned 17 patients were used to
estimate the maximal feasible diameter of the waterjet applicator
that would be able to reach as much of the interface tissue as
needed. The CT images were grouped into regions A–D, as shown
in Fig. 3.

To get insight in how much interface tissue should be removed
at each region, six orthopedic surgeons from different hospitals in
The Netherlands were asked; “How much of the interface tissue
has to be removed?.” The orthopedic surgeons were not restricted
in any way when providing us with an answer. The majority of the
surgeons answered that it is depended on the patient. They men-
tioned, e.g., that “the proximal part is the most important region to
remove the interface tissue in order to regain stability of the
implant” and “The tissue has to be removed at critical points, and
enough to obtain a good refixation after the cement injection.”
which is in accordance with the results of the finite element study
of Andreykiv et al. [6]. Andreykiv et al. conclude that cement
injection into the proximal area (region A) has the highest effect
on hip refixation as compared to medial (region B) and especially
distal areas (regions C and D). In fact, even in case of the best
possible outcome of the surgery, cement injection in region D
does not have effect on hip refixation. Based on the results of the
study of Andreykiv et al. [6], the waterjet applicator will be
designed for interface tissue removal in region A, while taking
into account the information from the orthopedic surgeons that at
least 70% of the interface tissue has to be removed.

As a measure of how much interface tissue could theoretically
be removed by the new waterjet applicator, the percentage of
reachable area was determined for different applicator diameters
(2–4 mm, interval of 0.5 mm). In the pre-operative CT images,
osteolytic lesions were manually segmented by an expert user in a
slice-by-slice mapping using the Medical Imaging Tool Kit (MITK

0.12.2), an interactive segmentation software tool [26]. Each seg-
mented slice was saved as a tif file in which the interface tissue
was represented by the white pixels (Fig. 4(a)). The imaging tool-
box of MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) was used to calcu-
late how much tissue could be reached and removed depending on
which applicator diameter would be chosen. Per slice in regions
A–C, each white pixel was used as the center point of a circle rep-
resenting the diameter of the applicator. If the circle fitted within
the boundaries of the tissue (white area), the area of the circle was
subtracted from the total area representing the tissue
(Figs. 4(b)–4(e)). This process was repeated for five different
potential diameters of the applicator.

The fraction of the interface tissue that could be removed with
an instrument of a certain diameter is defined as

FIR ¼

XN

k¼1

Ai;k �
XN

k¼1

Ar;k

XN

k¼1

Ai;k

(1)

in which N is the number of slices in region R, Ai,k (mm2) is the
initial area of interface tissue in a slice, and Ar,k (mm2) is the
remaining area of interface tissue per slice that could not be
reached with the instrument. An FIR of 1 means that all the inter-
face tissue could be removed with an applicator of the tested
diameter and a ratio of 0 indicates that no tissue could be
removed.

The results of the applicator diameter analysis are shown in
Fig. 5. The thick horizontal line running through the entire figure
indicates the removal threshold desired by the clinicians: at least

Table 1 Overview of general design requirements/conditions

General design requirement # Description Value Explanation

G.1 Increase in intramedullary pressure �267 kPa Schmidutz et al. [21]
G.2 Nozzle diameter 0.2 mm Kraaij et al. [13]
G.3 Waterjet pressure �12 MPa Kraaij et al. [13]
G.4 Applicator diameter � 3 mm Section 2.2
G.5 Applicator insertion length �200 mm Section 2.2

Fig. 3 A prosthesis surrounded with interface tissue, divided
into the four regions A to D
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70% of the interface tissue has to be removed, where the proximal
part (region A) is the most important region. Based on the results,
we have set the applicator diameter to 3 mm. The removal thresh-
old is met in at least 75% of the cases, which we considered to be
a good starting point for the first applicator prototype. In order to
meet the removal threshold, the applicator should have a 2.5 mm
diameter. However, setting the diameter to 2.5 mm does increase
the design challenge. Section 6 discusses what is needed to
decrease the applicator diameter.

3 Applicator Design and Working Principle

Based on the requirements given in Table 1, an instrument was
designed. A schematic overview of this design is given in Fig. 6.
The instrument basically is a (suction) tube with two channels,
one for the pressurized water supply and one for suction to

Fig. 4 Schematic overview of tissue layer thickness measurements: (a) original interface tissue area (white) in
a slice, (b) when a circle as large as the instrument diameter fits within the interface tissue area, it is projected
on this area, (c) the area of the circle is subtracted from total tissue area, (d) whole interface tissue area is
scanned, (e) remaining interface tissue (shown in white) that cannot be reached with the instrument of the diam-
eter shown in “b”

Fig. 5 Boxplot of removable fraction of interface tissue around 18 loose hip prostheses,
accessible for applicator with different diameters, determined per region. Outliers are
indicated with a1, the thick horizontal line indicates the 70% threshold of interface tissue
to be removed.

Fig. 6 Design of new waterjet applicator that prevents tissue
blocking. The tip is partially represented as a cross section to
show the working principle.
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evacuate water and interface tissue from the periprosthetic cavity.
In the tip of the applicator, the water flow direction is redirected
to create waterjets that are aimed into the suction channel such a
way that the waterjets remain within the outer contour of the tube.
Vacuum is applied to the suction channel, pulling the interface tis-
sue into the suction opening, causing the tissue to get into the
waterjets and be morcellated. The water is immediately evacuated
from the periprosthetic cavity as the waterjets are aimed into the
suction channel. Additionally, blocking of the suction opening
will be prevented because the jets will cut through interface tissue
that gets in front of the suction channel. The dimensional design
requirements for the designed applicator as determined earlier are
summarized in Table 2.

First explanation of the values that are theoretically determined,
followed by experiments to determine #D.2 and #D.3 and results
of the prototype tests.

For pragmatic reasons, a bench top prototype of the applicator
tip was made from stainless steel (tip must be rigid) and it was
manufactured mostly according to the requirements given in
Tables 1 and 2, as the purpose was to demonstrate the functional-
ity (working principle) of this new applicator. The nozzle diame-
ter had to be enlarged to 0.3 mm and tip length was 8 mm for
reasons of manufacturability. The bench top prototype applicator
tip shown in Fig. 7 is an assembly of three parts: a body, a cover,
the cover soldered inside the body, and a capillary tube (inner
diameter 0.9 mm) glued into the body. The body contains a water
supply duct, a suction channel, and two waterjet orifices of
0.3 mm diameter that were machined by spark eroding. The capil-
lary tube is used to connect the applicator tip to the high pressure
source adaptor. Again, this was done this way to be able to test
the working principle. Before the applicator can be used in clini-
cal practice, some iterations regarding manufacturability are nec-
essary. In Sec. 6, this will be discussed in more detail.

3.1 Water Supply Duct Dimensions. For the dimensions of
the pressurized water supply duct, some restrictions had to be
taken into account:

� The outer diameter is limited because of the applicator diam-
eter and because a part of the cross-sectional area of the
instrument is used for suction.

� The inner diameter of the water supply duct must be as large
as possible to minimize the pressure drop.

� The wall of the pressurized water supply duct must be thick
enough to withstand the waterjet pressure.

The required wall thickness for a round duct can be determined
using Barlow’s equation

P ¼ 2St

do
(2)

where P is the burst pressure (MPa), S is the wall material’s allow-
able stress (N/mm2), t is wall thickness (mm), and do is the outside
duct diameter (mm).

Rewriting Eq. (2) to solve for t gives

t ¼ Pd0

2S
(3)

Table 2 Overview of dimensional design requirements

Dimensional design requirement # Description Value Explanation

D.1 Dimensions of pressurized water supply duct

� Inner diameter

� Minimum wall thickness

0.9 mm
0.3 mm

Section 3.1

D.2 Angle of instrument insertion Section 3.2

D.3 Rigid tip length 6 mm Section 3.2

D.4 Number of nozzles 2 Section 3.3 (Theoretical)
Section 4.1 (Experimental method)
Section 5.1 (Experimental results)

D.5 Suction opening 1.5 mm (type 3) Section 3.3 (Theoretical)
Section 4.1 (Experimental method)
Section 5.1 (Experimental results)

Fig. 7 Bench top prototype applicator tip with two waterjets:
(1) 3D rendering, (2) 3D rendering of longitudinal cross section,
(3) photograph of separate parts, and (4) photograph of
assembled prototype in action. (A) capillary tube, (B) suction
channel, (C) body, (D) suction opening, (E) orifices for waterjet,
(F) cover, and (G) connection to silicone suction tube. *Proto-
type slightly bent to get waterjets aimed into suction channel.
Dimensions in millimeter.
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For safety, the burst pressure of the applicator duct was set at
24 MPa, which means it should be able to withstand twice the
waterjet pressure required for cutting interface tissue. The water
supply duct must be dimensioned such that the applicator can
withstand the required waterjet pressure, the corresponding pres-
sure drop is acceptable, while the suction channel must be as large
as possible to facilitate easy removal of ejected water and morcel-
lated interface tissue. Compared to the suction part of the applica-
tor, the cutting water output needs much higher pressures.
Consequently, the inner duct diameter is smaller. However, the
water supply duct will require a thicker wall to withstand the
waterjet pressure. Therefore, as a starting point, it was decided to
use half of the applicator cross section for the water supply duct
and the other half for the suction channel. Because the inner diam-
eter of the water supply duct should be as large as possible to min-
imize the pressure drop, the outer diameter d0 was set to the
maximum available space of half the instrument body diameter:
1.5 mm.

In 2008, Kroh et al. [27] developed a flexible Pebax (polymer
in the nylon family) catheter with four microdrilled holes (diame-
ter 0.2 mm in row on one side, near the tip of the catheter) for
delivery of a waterjet. Based on this study, Pebax 7233SA01 with
a material strength of 56 N/mm2 was chosen as a material for the
instrument body.

Using Eq. (3) and the information provided earlier, the resulting
wall thickness of the water supply duct is 0.32 mm. As the wall
thickness and the outer diameter of the water supply duct are
known, the inner diameter di is also known (di¼ do� 2t). The
inner diameter di of the water supply duct is 0.86 mm.

3.2 Rigid Tip Length. The waterjet applicator will have to
be inserted into the interface area between bone and loose prosthe-
sis and will have to remove the interface tissue, while the applica-
tor is inserted between (cemented) prosthesis and cortical bone.
As the applicator will be used minimal invasively, access to the
interface tissue is gained through a small hole in the bone and the
applicator must be navigated from this entrance to the area where
interface tissue must be removed. In order to facilitate this inser-
tion and navigation, the instrument must be flexible. However, the
tip of the applicator must be rigid to assure that the waterjets are

continuously aimed in the suction channel in any position of the
instrument, with a minimum length to accommodate the suction
area and allow generation of the required waterjets. However, the
allowable rigid tip length is limited, taking into account that the
applicator needs to be inserted into the area between bone and
prosthesis, otherwise the applicator will jam during insertion.

The maximum length of the rigid tip (i.e., allowing proper
insertion via a needle or trocar into the interface tissue layer) was
determined by a simulation study using MATLAB (Mathworks,
Inc.). In this simulation, an applicator is inserted through a pre-
drilled hole in the cortical bone into an area representing interface
tissue between the cortical bone and the implant (Figs. 8 and 9).
Fixed parameters used in this simulation are given in Table 3.

For varying angles of insertion, the corresponding maximum
allowable rigid tip length was calculated. With decreasing angle
of insertion, the volume of bone that will be drilled away
increases. In discussion with orthopedic surgeons, the minimum
angle of insertion was set to 30 deg, as with smaller insertion
angles the bone and surrounding tissues (e.g., muscles and skin)
are likely to be damaged (e.g., more likelihood of bleeding) due to
a larger insertion trajectory and a much longer needle is needed
(depended also on the body mass index, BMI of the patient),
which creates potential problems for needle bending or even
breakage. The resulting maximal allowable tip lengths are given
in Table 4.

Based on the simulation results, the rigid tip length was set to
6 mm. This tip length is deemed to be sufficient to accommodate
the suction area and allow generation of the required waterjets,
while keeping it possible to insert the applicator without jamming
and at an acceptable insertion angle into the interface tissue.

3.3 Number of Jets and Size of Suction Opening. As is
explained in Sec. 3.1, the dimensions of the pressurized water sup-
ply duct are restricted, and therefore, the number of jets that can
be used in the applicator is limited. With increasing number of

Fig. 8 Graphical representation of the simulation used to
determine the maximal allowable rigid tip length

Fig. 9 Example of simulation of instrument with 6 mm rigid tip length: (A) start of instrument inser-
tion, angle 5 30 deg, (B) critical point of instrument insertion: rigid tip just fits between prosthesis and
cortical bone, angle 5 30 deg, (C) successful instrument insertion, angle 5 30 deg, and (D) failed
instrument insertion due to collision of the rigid tip with the cortical bone, angle 5 60 deg

Table 3 Parameters used for simulation instrument insertion

Parameter Value

Instrument diameter 3.0 mm
Minimum bending radius of the applicator tip 6.0 mm
Interface issue layer thickness 4.0 mm
Cortical bone thickness 2.0 mm
Diameter of cortical bone hole 4.0 mm
Insertion angle a 30–90 deg

Table 4 Maximum allowable length of the rigid tip without jam-
ming during insertion versus angle of applicator insertion

Insertion angle 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Maximum rigid tip length (mm) 6.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
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nozzles, the amount of water having to flow through the duct
increases, and so does the pressure drop over the duct. The pres-
sure drop was calculated using the Darcy–Weisbach equation [28]

Dp ¼ fd
L

Dh

qvduct
2

2
(4)

where fd is the dimensionless coefficient called the Darcy friction
factor, which can be determined from the Moody diagram or by
solving the modified Colebrook equation [28]; L (m) is the length
of the water supply channel; Dh (m) is the hydraulic diameter of
the water supply channel (Fig. 10 shows how DH is calculated for
different shapes of a water duct); vduct (m/s) is the average veloc-
ity of fluid flow in a duct; and q (kg/m3) the density of the fluid.

Using the principle of mass conservation, the average velocity
of fluid flow vduct (m/s) through a duct is calculated from the mass
flow rate _mduct (kg/s) by

vduct ¼
_mduct

Aductq
(5)

where Aduct is the cross-sectional area of the water duct in the
instrument (m2) and q the density of water (kg/m3).

The mass flow rate of the duct should supply the mass flow rate
_mjets (kg/s) of all waterjets combined and is given by

_mduct ¼ _mjets ¼ n Ajet vjet q (6)

where n is the number of jets (-), Ajet is the cross-sectional area of
each waterjet (m2), vjet the waterjet velocity (m/s), and q the den-
sity of water (kg/m3).

The waterjet velocity can be calculated using Bernoulli’s
equation. Rewriting Bernoulli’s equation with boundary

conditions P1¼Pjet, P2¼Patmospheric (because jet in open air),
P1�P2, h1¼ h2 and v2¼ vjet gives

vjet
2 ¼ v1

2 þ 2Pjet

q
(7)

Using the principle of mass conservation, v1 can be written as

v1 ¼
A2

2

A1
2

vjet
2 (8)

Generally, the nozzle A2 is much smaller than the duct area A1, so
the ratio A2

2/A1
2 is negligible, and thus, the waterjet velocity is

given by

vjet ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Pjet

q

s
(9)

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (6), calculating the cross-sectional
area of the waterjet, assuming all jets have equal diameters, and
rewriting gives

_mduct ¼ n
p
4

D2
nozzle

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Pjetq

p
(10)

And Eq. (5) can be written as

vduct ¼
n

p
4

D2
nozzle

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Pjetq

p
Aductq

(11)

Combining Eqs. (4) and (11) gives

Dp ¼ fd
L

Dh

q
2

n
p
4

D2
nozzle

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Pjetq

p
Aductq

2
4

3
5

2

(12)

Inserting the values from Table 1 in Eq. (12), calculating Dh and
Aduct with the equations from Fig. 10, and varying the number of
nozzles between one and four gives the pressure drops listed in
Table 5.

The results do show that an elliptical duct shape is advanta-
geous compared to a round duct; however, because of manufactur-
ability, it was chosen to use a round water duct shape in the first
prototype design.

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 show how these results were used to design
the first prototype.

4 Experimental Methods

4.1 Determining Optimal Number of Jets and Suction
Opening Dimensions. Before the applicator was designed as
described in Sec. 3, a pilot experiment regarding waterjet cutting
integrated into a suction tube was performed to determine the

Fig. 10 Cross section of the applicator with round and
elliptical shape of water supply duct. The equations are used to
calculate hydraulic diameter Dh and cross-sectional area A of
the water duct.

Table 5 Overview of theoretical pressure losses over round and elliptical ducts and four different numbers of nozzles

Dnozzle

(mm)
L

(mm)
Waterjet

pressure (MPa)
Duct

shape (-)
Dimensions

(mm)
Number of
nozzles (-)

Dp
(MPa)

% loss of working
pressure (%)

0.2 200 mm 12 Round dduct¼ 0.86 1 0.30 2.5
2 1.0 8.3
3 2.2 18.3
4 3.8 32

Elliptical B¼ 0.45 C¼ 0.80 1 0.065 0.54
2 0.22 0.22
3 0.46 0.46
4 0.78 0.78
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actual number of waterjets and the size of the suction opening to
be implemented in the prototype. The combination of the number
of waterjets and the suction opening size must enable both tissue
morcellation and removal. If for example just one waterjet is
used, the tissue might only be cleaved instead of morcellated into
pieces small enough to be evacuated through the suction channel.
And if the suction opening would be too small, tissue might not
flow into the suction channel. On the other hand, if the suction
opening is too large, the suction channel could get obstructed
because of (too) large tissue debris.

The experimental setup used for this pilot experiment is shown
in Fig. 11. A high pressure cleaner (Nilfisk P 160.2, Nilfisk-Alto

B.V., Almere, The Netherlands) was used as the water pressure
source. The water flow through the nozzle was controlled by
means of a needle valve (Nilfisk-Alto B.V.). By changing the
flow, the resulting waterjet pressure was regulated. The waterjet
pressure was measured in the water supply duct just before the
nozzle at a sample frequency of 50 Hz using a gage pressure trans-
ducer (FPDMP333, 0–16 MPa, Altheris BV, The Hague, The
Netherlands) and a data acquisition device from National Instru-
ments (USB-6008, National Instrument, Inc., Austin, TX). The
suction tube was connected to a medical suction jar, which in turn
was connected to a medical aspirator (vacuum pump), set at suc-
tion level of 80 kPa. This way constant suction was applied while
waterjet was active. With this experimental setup, different com-
binations of suction opening sizes and numbers of jets with
Ø0.2 mm were tested. Each type of suction opening was tested in
combination with one, two, or three nozzles. An overview of the
tested combinations is given in Table 6. For this experiment, steak
was used as an alternative for interface tissue first because steak is
a tough tissue, thus in comparison to chicken liver it is more diffi-
cult to cut, which is in this experiment considered to be a worst
case test.

Based on the data in Table 5, the maximum number of nozzles
was set to three. For four nozzles, the pressure drop would become
too large. Each combination shown in Table 6 was tested ten
times. For each test, the removal rate of interface tissue (g/min)
was determined in order to compare the effectivity of each
configuration.

4.2 Applicator Prototype Test. The prototype applicator tip
was connected to the same pressure source as used in Sec. 4.1 and
pressure was controlled and measured in the same way as in the
previous experiment. The applicator tip was placed inside an air-
and water-tight plexiglass chamber. This chamber was used to
simulate a tissue layer (thickness 4 mm) between prosthesis and
bone. A pressure gage (FPDMK 351, 0-0.06 MPa, Altheris BV)
was connected to the cavity in which tissue was placed to measure
any potential pressure rise (equivalence of intramedullary pres-
sure) during tissue removal, see Fig. 13. The suction tube was via
a suction cup connected to a suction pump, which was set at
80 kPa (vacuum).

In this experiment, again chicken liver was used to represent
interface tissue as we considered chicken liver as a worst case sce-
nario in testing the applicator because it can easily block the suc-
tion opening. Before each trial, 10–12 g chicken liver was
weighed using a scale (EMB 220-1, Kern & Sohn GmbH,
Balingen, Germany) and placed in the chamber. The high pressure
cleaner and suction pump were activated, while the applicator tip
was stationary. The tissue was guided manually to the applicator
tip with a pusher inserted through a water- and air-tight insertion
port until all tissue was removed. The time required to remove all
tissue was measured to calculate the removal rate (g/min). This
was repeated ten times.

5 Results

5.1 Determination of Number of Waterjets and Suction
Opening Dimensions. The removal rates found in the experiment
to determine optimal number of waterjets and suction opening
dimensions are provided in Fig. 14 (i.e., increasing sizes of

Fig. 11 At the top, an overview of the experimental setup used
in the pilot experiment to determine the optimal number of noz-
zles and size of the suction opening. At the bottom, the applica-
tor enlarged: (A) hose from high pressure pump, (B) pressure
gage measuring waterjet pressure, (C) replaceable blind stop,
(D) connector to align suction tube (opening) with the water-
jet(s), (E) replaceable tube with different sized suction open-
ings, and (F) suction hose.

Table 6 Overview of settings used in the pilot experiment with waterjet cutting integrated in the suction tube

Waterjet pressure (MPa) Suction pressure (kPa) Tissue used Number of jets Suction opening types testeda

12 80 Steak 1 1, 2, and 3
2 1, 2, and 3
3 1, 2, and 3

aFigure 12 gives an overview of the suction opening types.
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suction openings and increasing the tissue removal rate). Further-
more, using two waterjets consistently resulted in the highest
removal rates. Using a single jet resulted only in “slicing” the tis-
sue, which requires continuous movement of tissue relative to the
applicator in order to get tissue morcellated. Using three jets
resulted in the distance between the jets getting too small, block-
ing the tissue from passing the jets. Furthermore, the amount of
water ejected by the jets increased by 50% when using three jets
instead of two jets at the same pressure. Furthermore, all the extra
“inlet” water has to be evacuated through the suction channel.
While performing the tests, it was noticed that as long as the
waterjet is active, tissue is removed irrespective of whether the
active suction was switched on or not. Based on the outcomes of
the pilot experiment, it was decided to use two waterjets and a

Fig. 13 Experimental setup used for prototype testing

Fig. 14 Removal rates during waterjet cutting within the con-
tours of a suction tube with different combinations of types of
suction openings (varying in size and shape) and number of
waterjets

Fig. 12 At the top, a 3D and a sectional view (A-A) of the
replaceable blind stop (part C, Fig. 11). Three blind stops were
used with, respectively, 1, 2, or 3 holes (Ø0.2 mm each). At the
bottom, a 3D and a sectional view (B-B) of the replaceable tube
with different suction opening sizes (part E, Fig. 11). Both parts
were used in the pilot experiment with waterjet cutting inte-
grated in the suction tube. Dimensions are in millimeter.
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suction opening of “type 3” in the design of the applicator for
minimally invasive interface tissue removal.

5.2 Results of Applicator Prototype Testing. The prototype
applicator was able to morcellate and remove tissue from a cavity
in an air- and water-tight chamber. The tissue removal rate varied
between 1.3 g/min and 6.8 g/min (average 3.4 g/min). No increase
in intramedullary pressure was measured, except for one test. In
this test, an increase of 10 kPa was measured, which is far below
the maximum allowed pressure rise of 267 kPa.

As was seen during the experiment “determination of number
of waterjets and suction opening dimensions” it was noticed that,
even when the suction pump was not activated, the ejected water
was removed from the cavity. This can be explained by the Ven-
turi effect: due to the velocity of the waterjets along the suction
opening (constricted section), the velocity of surrounding water or
air increases, which results in pressure reduction in close proxim-
ity of the suction opening.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The goal of this study was to design a waterjet applicator for
interface tissue removal that eliminates the risk of water pressure
buildup. For this purpose, a new applicator was specifically
designed to not only morcellate interface tissue but also prevent
(morcellated) tissue blocking at the suction opening. The applica-
tor is designed such a way that it acts sideways: waterjets are inte-
grated into the suction tube and are aimed into the suction channel
passing a suction opening in the side of the suction tube. The
applied waterjet pressure of 12 MPa is sufficient high to cut inter-
face tissue but not to cut bone or bone cement [13]. As the water-
jets stay within the contours of the instrument, it acts like a shaver
and it is not possible to cut through (healthy) tissue.

A bench top prototype was tested. The tissue removal rate var-
ied between 1.3 g/min and 6.8 g/min (average 3.4 g/min). Prior to
using waterjets for minimally invasive interface tissue removal,
HO:YAG laser and coblation were evaluated by Kraaij et al. [12].
Removal rates found were on average 0.25 g/min (Ho:YAG laser)
and 0.09 g/min (coblation). Next to the advantage of no heat gen-
eration, waterjet cutting is also in advantage regarding removal
rate.

Despite the fact that this prototype has waterjets of 0.3 mm
instead of 0.2 mm, the prototype applicator removed interface tis-
sue without causing any water pressure buildup. By using 0.2 mm
instead of 0.3 mm diameter waterjets, the mass flow could be fur-
ther reduced by half, thus requiring less water to be removed from
the periprosthetic cavity. The latter also reduces the likelihood of
pressure buildup. Important to realize here is that we tested the
applicator tip only. If our prototype is translated to a medical
device, suction tube length will increase with respect to our proto-
type. As the suction tube will be longer, the morcellated tissue
might build up in the suction tube further away from the applica-
tor tip. Testing has to be done to identify if this will happen. How-
ever, we do expect the combination of number of jets and suction
opening size as determined in Sec. 5.1 will prevent large tissue
debris flowing into the suction tube.

Before this waterjet applicator can be applied for periprosthetic
interface tissue removal in a minimally invasive hip refixation
procedure, further research is necessary. Access to the peripros-
thetic interface tissue has to be gained through a small hole in the
skin and bone after which the applicator must be navigated from
the bone entrance to the area where interface tissue must be
removed. In order to facilitate this waterjet applicator insertion
and navigation in the periprosthetic space or cavity, the instrument
body must be flexible, while the tip needs to be rigid to assure a
proper functioning of the applicator. A next prototype should con-
sist of fewer parts, e.g., an instrument body and a tip. It has to be
investigated how the tip can be connected to the body. And for
navigation purposes, steerability of the tip must be integrated in
the instrument body.

In a medical device, we consider the instrument body to be
made from Pebax, as mentioned in Sec. 3.1. Pebax tubing is
manufactured by extrusion, allowing to manufacture multilumen
tubing, reducing the number of parts compared to our prototype.
Furthermore, it makes it possible to integrate channels for tip
steering purposes and to make use of an elliptical shaped duct for
water supply. An elliptical shaped duct is advantageous compared
to a round duct (Table 5) regarding pressure losses. This allows
the use of a downsized water supply duct, which can possibly
reduce the applicator diameter from 3 mm to 2.5 mm. If the diam-
eter is decreased to 2.5 mm, the applicator can reach interface tis-
sue in narrower cavities (Fig. 5), and subsequently, the removal
threshold will be met.

In this study, only the rigid applicator tip was prototyped from
stainless steel. A rigid tip can also be obtained by using Pebax,
however, it has to be reinforced to obtain the required stiffness.
This can be obtained by example applying an exoskeleton or
braided Pebax tubing. If both tip and instrument body are made
from Pebax, it will make it easier to connect the tip to the body.
As Pebax is a thermoplast, hot melting can possibly be used to
connect the parts.

In a next prototype, the alignment and the coherency of the
waterjets must be improved. The waterjets must be perfectly
aligned with respect to the suction opening, which was not the
case in our prototype. The waterjets bounced against the body of
the suction channel, resulting in reduced prototype performance
regarding removal of water from the cavity. For this prototype,
this was solved by slightly bending the end of the applicator, see
Fig. 7. The coherency of the waterjets should be improved in
order to reduce water mist generated by the waterjets and to pre-
vent reduction in cutting efficiency. If for example, the orifice is
oval shaped, this will affect the waterjet coherency. As the cutting
efficiency of a waterjet diminishes with decreasing coherency, it
is important to machine orifices properly. As the prototype was
made from stainless steel, spark eroding was used to create the
orifices. Laser drilling holes with very small diameter and high
accuracy can be obtained. This allows to create orifices of
0.2 mm. When Pebax is used, it should be investigated if orifices
of 0.2 mm can be produced resulting in aligned water jets with
desired coherency.

In conclusion, the designed waterjet applicator for peripros-
thetic interface tissue removal will eliminate the risk of water
pressure buildup during surgery. The ejected water is evacuated
from the periprosthetic cavity immediately after having cut
through the interface tissue to be removed. Blocking of the suction
opening is prevented because the two jets cut through any inter-
face tissue in front of the suction channel. Although further devel-
opment of the waterjet applicator is necessary, it is believed that
the presented design of the waterjet applicator is suitable for inter-
face tissue removal in minimally invasive hip refixation
procedures.
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